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The north node of any chart designates the direction that the entire
chart is going.

The full moon will occur a little past midnight on Friday in the eastern
timezone.
The north node of this full moon is

15 degrees Cancer

The Angels of Materialization and Dematerialization
Also known as
The Angels of

Nimtrix
Beloved,

“All that I do ye shall do and more.”

We teach how to materialize or de-materialize objects, emotions,
thoughts, and desires,
in the following manner in meditation
through The Power of The Word.

We are also available to materialize or de-materialize objects, emotions,
thoughts, and desires

upon command
when asked
and allowed by Divine Providence.

It is humankind’s divine birthright and purpose
to perform miracles for the highest good of all,
when they are necessary to transform imperfections.
There are times when it is the highest good to materialize or dematerialize
certain states of being, desires,
beliefs, emotions, or even material objects,
or all of the above.

"What you do to the least of these you do unto me."

Unhappiness anywhere affects everything everywhere.

Happiness is necessary in creation
as it creates cohesion in matter.
Happiness is similar to gravity.

"For I have not given you the spirit of fear, but of joy, and life everlasting."

When unhappiness occurs, steps must be taken to bring healing,
and restore happiness once again.

"Give thanks for all things, for that is my will concerning you."
"All things work for good for those who believe."

First give thanks for whatever is going on that requires materialization or
dematerialization
to restore harmony and happiness to all.

See the important lessons revealing the importance of happiness that the
situation has brought up.
Then, with clear inner guidance,
take steps to dematerialize
any imperfect desires, thoughts, emotions, or material forms necessary
for happiness to reign supreme.
Then ask for that which is the highest good of all concerned to materialize in
its place.
First we will speak of materialization.
Everything in creation, whether from the past, the present,

or the future, exists in the most subtle realm of Akasha,
the omnipresence of Divine Being,
accessed in the Delta brainwave state of pure being and unity
with Divine Being and all creation.

From this state, any creation can be condensed into denser solid forms.
First a creation materializes into the fire element,
which is the INTENT OR DESIRE for the creation.
In this stage a clear visual image is formed,
still in the Delta brainwave state bordering on Theta brainwaves of deep inner
thought.
Next this image is contemplated in mind.
It condenses into a more solid form as it is more clearly visualized and
contemplated
in the causal plane of Theta brainwave state of deep inner thought.
At this stage its form is that of mental matter, or the air element.
The next stage of condensation is the water state of flowing emotions, the
Alpha brainwave state.
This state is magnetic and will attract the desired creation into physical
form.

Therefore, flowing emotions concerning the creation,
how it feels emotionally in meditation while imagining having it in
manifestation, are generated.
The physical materialization of an object is begun by attracting it out of the
quantum field
through flowing with MAGNETIC EMOTIONS,
then imagining the sensation of shape, measure, number, and weight
of the imagined form in a particular place.

To the extent that imagined sensations of shape, measure, number and
weight
are focused and strong,
to that degree the physical materialization is successful.

De-materialization requires de-condensing energy.
We inspire first sensing forms on any level:
whether the forms manifest on physical, emotional, mental, or spiritual levels,
becoming less dense.
For example, a physical form is imagined becoming weightless,
then in meditation, emotions contained in the physical form begin to flow like

water,
then thoughts and beliefs contained in emotions, perceived as being light and
airy,
are also released and change as desires for the object are also surrendered
back to Divine Being,
so that even the fire element is released.
To the extent that sensations of an object becoming flowing, then light and
airy,
then hot and expansive are focused and strong,
and then released back into pure being for change,
to this degree the de- materialization is successful.
All of this is done with flowing emotions of faith in the materializing or dematerializing of it.

"Ask and ye shall receive."

If faith is lacking, ask for the faith.

"With the faith of a grain of mustard seed,
ye shall say to the mountain,
be ye removed unto the sea,
and it shall be done."
As you can see, even though actual acts of materialization and
dematerialization
are results of emotional energy of Alpha brainwaves
in a state of omnipotent faith,
as with all other miracles,
whole brain functioning with clear visualization and emotions
of the desired outcome already done

in the imagination is required for this skill.

The state of being and will, [Delta Waves-pure being], the thought,
[Theta Waves-deep inner thought], the Emotions,
[Alpha Waves-feeling], and the sensations, [Beta Waves-memory, logic, five
senses] are all required.
The particular whole brain functioning for materialization
requires mastery of the divine virtues of our name
in the ancient language, according to the formula below.

N-I-M-T-R-I-X
N…The drive for self-preservation is mastered through flowing feelings of
supreme divine happiness
to such an extent that emotionally,
no being or force can affect the freedom and independence of a child of God.
[The divine vir tue of Supr em e Happiness, dar k r ed color, m usical note A,
water elem ent with a sensation of chill, the liver is for m ed fr om this vir tue.]

I…The memory and conscience becomes powerful through understanding
cause and effect,
and the ability to enliven anything through sensation and breath is attained.
[The divine vir tue of Cause and Effect, light opal color, the m usical note G,
ear th elem ent with a sensation of weight, the left k idney is for m ed fr om this vir tue.]

M…Complete mastery over emotions, and therefore the principle of change
and magnetism, are acquired.
[The divine vir tue of feelings, change, fluidity, em otion, blue-gr een color,
water elem ent with a sensation of chill, the abdom en as a hollow space is for m ed fr om this vir tue.]

T…High intuition and adherence to Divine Harmony are perfected
concerning anything that is of interest to the child of God.
With high intuition all four brainwave states work in complete harmony.
[The divine virtue of high intuition, brown-black color, musical note F,
fire element with a sensation of warmth, the right kidney is formed from this virtue.]

R…The freedom of will, and the freedom of action, are acquired with
unimpeachable adherence
to Divine Harmony through following inner guidance..
[The divine virtue of Freedom and Independence to follow inner guidance, golden color, musical note C,
earth element so it has a sensation of weight, the left side of the nose is formed from this virtue.]

I…Perfect control of breath, and of flowing emotions are mastered,
so that the ability to enliven anything is attained.
X…This letter is a combination of the three letters E, K, and S. They are as
follows:
E…By abiding in a ground state of pure being and unity with Divine Being and
all creation,
a person learns how to intensify any idea,
concept, mental or emotional form in such a way that they become physically
visible,
or to de-intensify it in order to make it go back to its most refined form.
[The divine vir tue of Om nipr esence, being ever ywher e at once, dar k violet color, the ak ashic elem ent
with a sensation of consciousness-penetr ating-all, the m usical note D, the whole spine is for m ed fr om this vir tue.]

K…Through understanding the virtue of omnipotence
on the levels of being, will, mind, emotion, and sensation,
complete mastery over all terrestrial forms and treasures are attained.
[The divine vir tue of Om nipotence, of the highest power im aginable as a QUALITY,
silver y-blue color, the elem ent of fir e with a sensation or war m th, the left ear is for m ed fr om this vir tue.]

S…By understanding the virtue of all-penetrating-power
on the levels of being, will, mind, emotion, and sensation, a child of God
controls the consciousness of all beings.

[The divine virtue of All-penetrating-power, or all-power,
the willpower of God that penetrates all as a QUANTITY,
purple red color, musical note G-sharp, the element of fire with a sensation of
warmth,
the gall bladder is formed from this virtue.]
We teach how to materialize or de-materialize objects in this manner in
meditation through The Power of The Word.
We are also available to materialize or de-materialize objects
upon command when asked and allowed by Divine Providence.

This time of Great Healing and Enlightenment,
a time when all is revealed,
was prophesied by ancestors of many cultures and times.

In all circumstances, personal or collective,
we inspire the children of divine being to understand and use The Law
of One,
which is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.

When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is;
I ask that THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL concerned happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.

THE 14TH DAY OF THE 28 DAY MOON CYCLE

FULL MOON

The Angels of Moon Magic

Also known as
The Moon Angels

of

Ezhobar
Beloved,

When emotions run at full power, magnetic attraction peaks.

Remember,
magnetic attraction, caused by strong feelings, attracts changes in
matter.
That is why tangible feelings of divine happiness are so important.
It is also why we help the children of divine being remember,
intuitively,
all that has been so carefully learned throughout lifetimes,
in the infinities of time,
that the soul has experienced in beingness.
These lessons, or experiences,
help a person to see through eyes of love,
and in this way bring about justice and harmony for all.
We help each person experience oneness with all life,
so that only the highest good of all concerned is desired.
Emotions attract particular realities out of infinite potentialities,
that correspond to their frequencies, and manifest thereby specific physical
worlds.
During the time of a full moon, emotions are at their most powerful,
so manifesting changes on the physical plane is easier at this time.

This is why it is so important to attune emotions to the highest frequency
possible,
by healing negative ones and aligning with highest will and thoughts with
their corresponding feelings.
Polarity is a fact of creation on all levels and emotions have polarity.

By mastering polarity in the emotions, all things are possible, including
levitation of self, others, and objects.
The key is mastery of whole brain concentration on the four levels of being,
simultaneously, while feeling powerful emotions.
The level of Delta brainwaves allows a person to feel oneness with the unified
field of energy,
oneness with Divine Consciousness and with all life.
At the end of the spectrum of Delta brainwaves,
INTENT or WILL is generated for manifesting a divine virtue for the benefit of
the unified field.

This is the level of electrical energy.
The stronger the WILL, the larger will be the mold that is created on the
next level, which is thought.
At the level of Theta brainwaves, a person contemplates the MEANING of a
divine virtue that is being generated.
Clear and precise intellectual understanding of the divine virtue creates a
blueprint,
or mold that will be filled on the next level with magnetic feeling energy.
The next level, Alpha brainwaves, is the level of EMOTION.

Strength of EMOTION determines the strength of the magnetic power
generated
to fill the mold that was created on the previous level.

When the mold, or blueprint is filled, it manifests on the next level, which is
the level of form or matter.
The level of form is comprehended by Beta brainwaves, which register the five
senses, memory, language and linear thought.
It is on this level that changes in form are experienced by the five senses and
subject to memory,
when they can be remembered at any future time.
During a full moon, a person can align his/her strongest emotions
with the most powerful emotional energy of the Unified Field with great ease,
and piggyback personal feeling energy with Divine Feeling Energy.
In this way, the most amazing manifestations in magnetic and physical
creation are mastered.
Ideally, in the previous two weeks, divine intention/will, concept/thought,
feeling/passion and sensations of desired changes
in physical manifestation have been pondered and created.

Now, by feeling these creations with the greatest passion, is the time of
ultimate manifestation.

Meditate on the divine virtues associated with the letters of our name, and
call on our help, to gain the following:

E-Z-H-O -B-A-R
E…’We infuse cosmic consciousness and awaken talents and abilities,
especially clairvoyance,
and help you understand symbols and the ancient language of Quaballah.
Z…We impart an excellent gift for prophecy, and the ability to see the working
of magic in the physical world.
H…We teach all languages of all spheres, and confer power to raise the dead,

and perform miracles using the power of the word according to the
meditations of the ancient language.
O…We help you attain acute power of judgment, especially regarding justice
and fate.
B…We initiate masters over life and death and the power to change fate.
We also gift magic powers and teach the need for the existence of polarity.
A…We aid development of artistic talents, eloquence,
and magic powers like levitation and learning the language of symbols.
R…We cause mind expansion in order to learn new information quickly and
easily.
We impart ingenuity that manifests itself in a number of abilities.’

“As above, so below.”
The cycles of the moon are the natural cycles and rhythms of the sea of
magnetic energy,
the sea of the emotions of the universe.
By consciously aligning personal emotions with moon cycles,
a state of almost indescribable bliss and well being can be maintained on an

on-going basis.
Periods of quietness at the dark of the moon gives birth to new feelings
which grow gracefully into periods of intense excitement and completion at
the full of the moon.
The period of passionate completion of the full moon then gradually relaxes
into satisfaction and serenity at the end of the cycle, at the dark of the moon,
again.
The 28 day cycle of the moon, the dark of the moon waxing to the full moon
and the waning back again to the dark of the moon,
carefully guides the emotional sea of magnetic energy for all creation,
according to impeccable rhythms of harmony and life.

Here is a useful exercise to help master polarity of emotion:
Choose a polarity such as excitement/relaxation.
Close your eyes and feel excitement.

Concentrate fully until your entire being is infused with the feeling of
excitement!
Next feel relaxation.

Concentrate fully until your entire being is peaceful and floating, filled with
feelings of relaxation.
Now feel excitement again!

Feel it fully, taking your time to work up to full awareness of its power!
Now feel relaxation again, feel it until you merge fully into peaceful, calm,
quiet, being.
Now remain in a state of relaxation WHILE AT THE SAME TIME FEELING
EXCITEMENT!

Feel these two feelings AT THE SAME TIME!
This exercise enhances wholebrain awareness.

It becomes effortless with practice.
This is useful to master any polarity such as acceptance/rejection,
joy/sadness, confidence/fear, etc.
On the 14th day of every 28-Day Moon Cycle,
we flood the earth with powerful feelings to manifest miracles.
ECSTASY

Feel free to share these messages.
Names, phrases, or secti ons, i n Ital i cs or si ngl e quotati on mark s are quoted
or paraphrased from the book s of Franz Bardon, [The Practi ce of Magi cal

Evocation ISBN 3-921338-02-6 and The Key to the True Quaballah, ISBN
3-921338-13-4]. Publisher is Dieter Ruggeberg, Wuppertal/ W. Germany.
These books have detailed information on the meanings of the letters on all
four levels of will, mind, feeling, and form, and all of the beings of the zodiac.

For addi ti i onal study of the anci ent l anguage and easy reference, you
can purchase these book s onl i ne at:

amazon.com

*****

Feel free to share these messages

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.
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